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This guide shows users how to add graphics in C with state-of-the-art techniques and a
complete sample graphics program with a rotatable and scalable character set
Learners will master the skills necessary to launch and complete a successful computer
investigation with the updated fourth edition of this popular book, GUIDE TO COMPUTER
FORENSICS AND INVESTIGATIONS. This resource guides readers through conducting a
high-tech investigation, from acquiring digital evidence to reporting its findings. Updated
coverage includes new software and technologies as well as up-to-date reference sections.
Learn how to set up a forensics lab, how to acquire the proper and necessary tools, and how to
conduct the investigation and subsequent digital analysis. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Introduction to Computers for Health Care Professionals, Seventh Edition is a contemporary
computer literacy text geared toward nurses and other healthcare students.
This book is addressed primarily to civil engineers familiar with such traditional topics as
strength of materials, soil mechanics, and theory of elasticity and structures, but less familiar
with the modern development of the mathematical theory of soil plasticity necessary to any
engineer working under the general heading of nonlinear analysis of soil-structure system. This
book will satisfy his needs in the case of the soil medium. It introduces the reader to the theory
of soil plasticity and its numerical implementation into computer programs. The theory and
method of computer implementation presented here are appropriate for solving nonlinear static
dynamic problems in soil mechanics and are applicable for finite difference and finite element
computer codes. A sample computer model subroutine is developed and this is used to study
some typical soil mechanics problems. With its comprehensive coverage and simple, concise
presentation, the book will undoubtedly prove to be very useful for consulting engineers,
research and graduate students in geotechnical engineering.
Philosophies and Theories for Advanced Nursing Practice, Second Edition was developed as
an essential resource for advance practice students in master s and doctoral programs. This
text is appropriate for students needing an introductory understanding of philosophy and how a
theory is constructed as well as students and nurses who understand theory at an advanced
level. The Second Edition discusses the AACN DNP essentials which is critical for DNP
students as well as PhD students who need a better understanding of the DNP-educated nurse
s role. Philosophies and Theories for Advanced Nursing Practice, Second Edition covers a
wide variety of theories in addition to nursing theories. Coverage of non-nursing related theory
is beneficial to nurses because of the growing national emphasis on collaborative,
interdisciplinary patient care. The text includes diagrams, tables, and discussion questions to
help students understand and reinforce core content."
A collection of the most important theorems in Fourier analysis includes applications and is
presented without proof in a format that is accessible to the nonspecialist reader.
Presents a detailed exposition of statistical intervals and emphasizes applications in industry.
The discussion differentiates at an elementary level among different kinds of statistical
intervals and gives instruction with numerous examples and simple math on how to construct
such intervals from sample data. This includes confidence intervals to contain a population
percentile, confidence intervals on probability of meeting specified threshold value, and
prediction intervals to include observation in a future sample. Also has an appendix containing
computer subroutines for nonparametric statistical intervals.
The Wiley-Interscience Paperback Series consists of selected books that have been made
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more accessible to consumers in an effort to increase global appeal and general circulation.
With these new unabridged softcover volumes, Wiley hopes to extend the lives of these works
by making them available to future generations of statisticians, mathematicians, and scientists.
". . . a goldmine of knowledge on accelerated life testing principles and practices . . . one of the
very few capable of advancing the science of reliability. It definitely belongs in every bookshelf
on engineering." –Dev G. Raheja, Quality and Reliability Engineering International ". . . an
impressive book. The width and number of topics covered, the practical data sets included, the
obvious knowledge and understanding of the author and the extent of published materials
reviewed combine to ensure that this will be a book used frequently." –Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society A benchmark text in the field, Accelerated Testing: Statistical Models, Test
Plans, and Data Analysis offers engineers, scientists, and statisticians a reliable resource on
the effective use of accelerated life testing to measure and improve product reliability. From
simple data plots to advanced computer programs, the text features a wealth of practical
applications and a clear, readable style that makes even complicated physical and statistical
concepts uniquely accessible. A detailed index adds to its value as a reference source.

Although many radiation protection scientists and engineers use dose
coefficients, few know the origin of those dose coefficients. This is the first book
in over 40 years to address the topic of radiation protection dosimetry in intimate
detail. Advanced Radiation Protection Dosimetry covers all methods used in
radiation protection dosimetry, including advanced external and internal radiation
dosimetry concepts and regulatory applications. This book is an ideal reference
for both scientists and practitioners in radiation protection and students in
graduate health physics and medical physics courses. Features: A much-needed
book filling a gap in the market in a rapidly expanding area Contains the history,
evolution, and the most up-to-date computational dosimetry models Authored
and edited by internationally recognized authorities and subject area specialists
Interrogates both the origins and methodologies of dose coefficient calculation
Incorporates the latest international guidance for radiation dosimetry and
protection
Trevor Noah kam 1984 im Township Soweto als Sohn einer Xhosa und eines
Schweizers zur Welt. Zu einer Zeit, da das südafrikanische Apartheidsregime
„gemischtrassige“ Beziehungen weiterhin unter Strafe stellte. Als Kind, das es
nicht geben durfte, erlebte er Armut und systematischen Rassismus, aber auch
die mutige Auflehnung seiner "farbenblinden" Eltern, die einfallsreich versuchten,
Trennungen zwischen Ethnien und Geschlechtern zu überwinden. Heute ist er
ein international gefeierter Comedian, der die legendäre "The Daily Show" in den
USA leitet und weltweit – ob Sydney, Dubai, Toronto, San Francisco oder Berlin
– in ausverkauften Sälen auftritt. In "Farbenblind" erzählt Trevor Noah ebenso
feinsinnig wie komisch in achtzehn Geschichten von seinem Aufwachsen in
Südafrika, das den ganzen Aberwitz der Apartheid bündelt: warum ihn seine
Mutter aus einem fahrenden Minibus warf, um Gottes Willen zu erfüllen, welche
Musik er für einen tanzenden Hitler aufzulegen pflegte, um sein erstes Geld zu
verdienen, und wie ihn eine Überwachungskamera, die nicht einmal zwischen
Schwarz und Weiß unterscheiden konnte, vor dem Gefängnis bewahrte.
This book is a tribute to three outstanding scientists, Professors Jan Anderson
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FRS, Leslie Dutton FRS and John Walker FRS, Nobel Laureate. Covering some
of the most recent advances in the fields of Bioenergetics and Photosynthesis,
this book is a compilation of contributions from leading scientists actively involved
in understanding the natural biological processes associated with the flow of
energy in biological cells. The lectures found in this significant volume were
presented at a meeting in March 2016 in Singapore to commemorate the
outstanding research in this area. The contents begin with the ideas, specially the
contribution from Nobel Laureate Rudolph Marcus, who is well-known for creating
the theory of electron transport reactions. This is followed by contributions of
many others on various aspects of respiratory and photosynthetic transport
chains as well as the dynamic regulation of light harvesting and electron transport
events in oxygenic photosynthesis. The book is highly recommended to
postgraduate students and researchers who are interested in various aspects of
bioenergetic cycles. Contents: Maquette Strategy for Creation of Light- and
Redox-Active Proteins (Nathan M Ennist, Joshua A Mancini, Dirk B Auman, Chris
Bialas, Martin J Iwanicki, Tatiana V Esipova, Bohdana M Discher, Christopher C
Moser and P Leslie Dutton) Free, Stalled, and Controlled Rotation Single
Molecule Experiments on F1-ATPase and Their Relationships (Sándor VolkánKacsó and Rudolph A Marcus) The Role of the H-Channel in Cytochrome c
Oxidase: A Commentary (Mårten Wikström) Cytochrome c Oxidase: Insight into
Functions from Studies of the Yeast S Cerevisiae Homologue (Peter R Rich)
Femtosecond Infrared Crystallography of Photosystem II Core Complexes:
Watching Exciton Dynamics and Charge Separation in Real Space and Time
(Marius Kaucikas, James Barber, Thomas Renger and Jasper J van Thor)
Bioenergetics, Water Splitting and Artificial Photosynthesis (James Barber) A
Quest for the Atomic Resolution of Plant Photosystem I (Nathan Nelson) Rubisco
Activase: The Molecular Chiropractor of the World's Most Abundant Protein
(Devendra Shivhare and Oliver Mueller-Cajar) Adaptive Reorganisation of the
Light Harvesting Antenna (Alexander V Ruban) Thylakoid Membrane Dynamics
in Higher Plants (Haniyeh Koochak, Meng Li and Helmut Kirchhoff) Oxygenic
Photosynthesis — Light Reactions within the Frame of Thylakoid Architecture and
Evolution (Sari Järvi, Marjaana Rantala and Eva-Mari Aro) Estimation of the
Cyclic Electron Flux Around Photosystem I in Leaf Discs (Jiancun Kou, Duncan
Fitzpatrick, Da-Yong Fan, Shunichi Takahashi, Riichi Oguchi and Wah Soon
Chow) The Contribution of Electron Transfer After Photosystem I to Balancing
Photosynthesis (Guy Hanke and Renate Scheibe) Cyclic Electron Flow in
Cyanobacteria and Eukaryotic Algae (A W D Larkum, M Szabo, D Fitzpatrick and
J A Raven) Readership: Postgraduate students, researchers and specialists
interested in various aspects of respiratory and photosynthetic electron transport
chains. Keywords: Bioenergetics;Photosynthesis;Electron Transport Chains;Light
Harvesting;Microscopy;Spectroscopy;Femtosecond CrystallographyReview:0
Shows ordinary users how to tap the rich data analysis functionality of Excel,
make sense of their organization's critical financial and statistical information, and
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put together compelling data presentations Now revised with over 30 percent
new content to cover the enhancements in Excel 2007, including the completely
redesigned user interface, augmented charting and PivotTable capabilities,
improved security, and better data exchange through XML Provides thorough
coverage of Excel features that are critical to data analysis-working with external
databases, creating PivotTables and PivotCharts, using Excel statistical and
financial functions, sharing data, harnessing the Solver, taking advantage of the
Small Business Finance Manager, and more
Practical tools and advice for managing financial risk, updated for a post-crisis
world Advanced Financial Risk Management bridges the gap between the
idealized assumptions used for risk valuation and the realities that must be
reflected in management actions. It explains, in detailed yet easy-to-understand
terms, the analytics of these issues from A to Z, and lays out a comprehensive
strategy for risk management measurement, objectives, and hedging techniques
that apply to all types of institutions. Written by experienced risk managers, the
book covers everything from the basics of present value, forward rates, and
interest rate compounding to the wide variety of alternative term structure
models. Revised and updated with lessons from the 2007-2010 financial crisis,
Advanced Financial Risk Management outlines a framework for fully integrated
risk management. Credit risk, market risk, asset and liability management, and
performance measurement have historically been thought of as separate
disciplines, but recent developments in financial theory and computer science
now allow these views of risk to be analyzed on a more integrated basis. The
book presents a performance measurement approach that goes far beyond
traditional capital allocation techniques to measure risk-adjusted shareholder
value creation, and supplements this strategic view of integrated risk with step-bystep tools and techniques for constructing a risk management system that
achieves these objectives. Practical tools for managing risk in the financial world
Updated to include the most recent events that have influenced risk management
Topics covered include the basics of present value, forward rates, and interest
rate compounding; American vs. European fixed income options; default
probability models; prepayment models; mortality models; and alternatives to the
Vasicek model Comprehensive and in-depth, Advanced Financial Risk
Management is an essential resource for anyone working in the financial field.
This volume traces the modern critical and performance history of this play, one
of Shakespeare's most-loved and most-performed comedies. The essay focus on
such modern concerns as feminism, deconstruction, textual theory, and queer
theory.
This new text consists of parts of Bornstein and Lamb’s Developmental Science,
6th edition along with new introductory material that as a whole provides a cutting
edge and comprehensive overview of cognitive development. Each of the worldrenowned contributors masterfully introduces the history and systems,
methodologies, and measurement and analytic techniques used to understand
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human cognitive development. The relevance of cognition is illustrated through
engaging applications. Each chapter reflects the current state of the field in
cognitive development and features an introduction, an overview of the field, a
chapter summary, and numerous classical and contemporary references. As a
whole, this highly anticipated text illuminates substantive phenomena in cognitive
developmental science and its relevance to everyday life. Students and
instructors will also appreciate the book’s online resources. For each chapter,
the website features: chapter outlines; a student reading guide; a glossary of key
terms and concepts; and suggested readings with hotlinks to journal articles.
Only instructors are granted access to the test bank with multiple-choice, shortanswer, and essay questions; PowerPoints with all of the text’s figures and
tables; and suggestions for classroom discussion/assignments. The book opens
with an introduction to cognitive development as well as an overview of
developmental science in general—its history and theory, the cultural orientation
to thinking about human development, and the manner in which empirical
research is designed, conducted, and analyzed. Part 2 focuses on the field’s
major substantive areas: neuroscience and genetics, physical and motor
development, perception, and cognitive and language development. Intended for
advanced undergraduate and/or beginning graduate courses on cognitive
development taught in departments of psychology, human development and
family studies, and education, researchers in these areas will appreciate this
book’s cutting-edge coverage.
The widespread adoption of smartphones, ridesharing and carsharing have
disrupted the transport sector. In cities around the world, new mobility services
are both welcomed and challenged by regulators and incumbent operators.
Mobility as a Service (MaaS), an ecosystem designed to deliver collaborative and
connected mobility services in a society increasingly embracing a sharing culture,
is at the center of this disruption. Understanding Mobility as a Service (MaaS):
Past, Present and Future examines such topics as: How likely MaaS will be
implemented in one digital platform app Whether MaaS will look the same in all
countries The role multi-modal contract brokers play Mobility regulations and
pricing models MaaS trials, their impacts and consequences Written by the
leading thinkers in the field for researchers, practitioners, and policy makers,
Understanding Mobility as a Service (MaaS): Past, Present and Future serves as
a single source on all the current and evolving developments, debates, and
challenges.
As the distribution of wealth between rich and poor in the United States grew more and more
unequal over the past twenty years, this economic gap assumed a life of its own in the popular
culture. The news and entertainment media increasingly portrayed the lives of the poor with
such stereotypes as the lazy welfare mother and the thuggish teen, offering Americans few
ways to learn how the "other half" really lives. Laboring Below the Line works to bridge this gap
by synthesizing a wide range of qualitative scholarship on the working poor. The result is a
coherent, nuanced portrait of how life is lived below the poverty line, and a compelling analysis
of the systemic forces in which poverty is embedded, and through which it is perpetuated.
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Laboring Below the Line explores the role of interpretive research in understanding the causes
and effects of poverty. Drawing on perspectives of the working poor, welfare recipients, and
marginally employed men and women, the contributors—an interdisciplinary roster of
ethnographers, oral historians, qualitative sociologists, and narrative analysts—dissect the life
circumstances that affect the personal outlook, ability to work, and expectations for the future
of these people. For example, Carol Stack views the work aspirations of an Oakland teenager
for whom a job is important, even though it strains her academic performance. And Ruth
Buchanan looks at low-wage telemarketing workers who are attempting to move up the
economic ladder while balancing family, education, and other important commitments. What
emerges is a compelling picture of low-wage workers—one that illustrates the precarious
circumstances of individuals struggling with the economic conditions and institutions that
surround them Each chapter also explores the capacity for economic survival from a different
angle, with ancillary commentary complementing the ethnographies with perspectives from
other fields of study, such as economics. At this moment of governmental retrenchment,
ethnography's complex, nonstereotypical portraits of individual people fighting against poverty
are especially important. Laboring Below the Line reveals the ambiguities of real lives, the
potential for individuals to change in unexpected ways, and the even greater intricacy of the
collective life of a community.
Intelligent Nanomaterials for Drug Delivery Applications discusses intelligent nanomaterials
with a particular focus on commercial and premarket tools. The book looks at the applications
of intelligent nanomaterials within the field of medicine and discusses their future role. This
includes the use of intelligent nanomaterials for drugs used in cardiovascular and cancer
treatments and examines the promising market of nanoparticles for biomedical and biosensing
applications. This resource will be of great interest to scientists and researchers involved in
multiple disciplines, including micro- and nano-engineering, bionanotechnology, biomedical
engineering, and nanomedicine, as well as pharmaceutical and biomedical industries. Focuses
on applications of intelligent nanomaterials within the field of medicine and discusses their role
in the future Discusses intelligent nanomaterials, with a particular focus on commercial and
premarket tools Examines the promising market of nanoparticles for biomedical and biosensing
applications
Intelligibility is the term most generally used to address the complex of criteria that describe,
broadly, how useful someone’s English is when talking or writing to someone else. Set within
the paradigm of world Englishes – which posits that the Englishes of the world may be seen as
flexibly categorized into three Circles (Inner, Outer, Expanding) in terms of their historical
developments – this text provides a comprehensive overview of the definitions and scopes of
intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability, and addresses key topics within this
paradigm: Who – if anyone – provides the models and norms for a given population of English
users? Hybridity and creativity in world Englishes Evaluating paradigms: misinformation and
disinformation Practicalities of dealing with the widening variety of Englishes Is English "falling
apart"? The much-debated issue of intelligibility touches not only sociolinguistic theory but all
aspects of English language teaching, second language acquisition, language curriculum
planning, and regional or national language planning. Designed for students, teacher
educators, and scholars internationally, each chapter includes ‘Topics for Discussion and
Assignments’ and ‘Suggestions for Further Reading’.
Written by teachers and fully covering the 2002 A Level maths specifications for biology, this
text is useful for both classroom work and homework exercises. Relevant for AS and A2 Levels
of study and designed to be accessible and friendly in format, its aim is to provide clear and
concise explanations of mathematical concepts and how these are then applied in biology.
Worked examples are included throughout encouraging students to grasp the subject matter
with ease. Examination style questions and answer sections provide an opportunity for
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continuous progression and to consolidate learning.
The major new course text has been written by experienced authors to provide coverage of the
Advanced Subsidiary (AS) and Advanced GCE Biology and Human Biology specifications in a
single book. Advanced Biology provides clear, well-illustrated information, which will help
develop a full understanding of biological structure and function and of relevant applications.
The topics have been carefully organised into parts, which give a logical sequence to the book.
This new text has been developed to replace the best-selling titles Biology: Principles and
Processes and Biology, A Functional Approach. Features include: full-colour design with clear
diagrams and photographs; up-to-date information on biotechnology, health, applied genetics
and ecology; clearly written text using the latest Institute of Biology terminology; a useful
summary and a bank of practice questions at the end of every chapter; support boxes help
bridge the gap from GCSE or equivalent courses; extension boxes providing additional depth
of content - some by guest authors who are experts in their field; and a comprehensive index
so you can quickly locate information with ease. There is also a website providing additional
support that you can access directly at www.advancedbiolgy.co.uk.
Harness the power of Excel to discover what your numbers are hiding Excel Data Analysis For
Dummies, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to getting the most out of your data. Veteran
Dummies author Stephen L. Nelson guides you through the basic and not-so-basic features of
Excel to help you discover the gems hidden in your rough data. From input, to analysis, to
visualization, the book walks you through the steps that lead to superior data analysis. Excel is
the number-one spreadsheet application, with ever-expanding capabilities. If you're only using
it to balance the books, you're missing out on a host of functions that can benefit your business
or personal finances by uncovering trends and other important information hidden within the
numbers. Excel Data Analysis For Dummies, 2nd Edition eliminates the need for advanced
statistics or analysis courses by allowing you to harness the full power of Excel to do the heavy
lifting for you. This 2nd Edition is fully updated to include information about Excel's latest
features, making it a your go-to Excel guide for data analysis. Topics include: Working with
external databases PivotTables and PivotCharts Using Excel for statistical and financial
functions Solver, Small Business Finance Manager, and more The book also includes a guide
to chart types and formatting, and advice on effective visual data presentation. You already
have the data, so you might as well get something great out of it. Excel Data Analysis For
Dummies, 2nd Edition is the key to discovering what your numbers are hiding.
New in this edition is a 20 page section on the use of ICT resources in teaching and learning
about statistics. The book also includes over 300 worked examples and advice on how to
break down calculations into easy stages.
This book examines the role of strategic visions of future technological development in the
evolution of market structure. This perspective offers a novel way of resolving some of the
puzzles that have arisen in understanding the effects of rapid technology change and market
structure. Strategic visions are seen to play a central role in corporate strategy, and industrial
policy. The authors develop some theoretical tools to study these questions, and present 5
case studies of high technology industries, with conclusions for policy. The book will be of
interest to industrial economists concerned with the effects of rapid technological change, and
to those interested in technology management. It will also be of interest to economists and
others working in high technology industries, and in government.
Philosophies and Theories for Advanced Nursing Practice, Third Edition is an essential
resource for advanced practice nursing students in mastr’s and doctoral programs. Important
Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or content found in the
physical edition.
Containing papers presented at the twelfth in a series of successful international conferences
on Advanced Computational Methods and Experiments in Heat Transfer, this book covers the
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latest developments in this important field. Heat Transfer plays a major role in emerging
application fields such as sustainable development and the reduction of greenhouse gases, as
well as micro- and nano-scale structures and bio-engineering. Typical applications include heat
exchangers, gas turbine cooling, turbulent combustion and fires, electronics cooling, melting
and solidification. The nature of heat transfer problems is complex, involving many different
simultaneously occurring mechanisms (e.g., heat conduction, convection, turbulence, thermal
radiation. phase change). Their complexity makes it imperative that we develop reliable and
accurate computational methods to replace or complement expensive and time-consuming
experimental trial and error work. Tremendous advances have been achieved during recent
years due to improved numerical solutions of non-linear partial differential equations and more
powerful computers capable of performing efficient and rapid calculations. Nevertheless, to
further progress, it will also be necessary to develop theoretical and predictive computational
procedures--both basic and innovative--and in applied research. Accurate experimental
investigations are needed to validate the numerical calculations. The book includes such topics
as: Heat Transfer in Energy Producing Devices; Heat Transfer Enhancement; Heat Transfer
Problems; Natural and Forced Convection and Radiation; Multiphase Flow Heat Transfer;
Modelling and Experiments.
Technological change is not only a determinant of growth but is also a pivotal factor in
international competition and the modernization of an economy. In one of the most in-depth
and detailed studies of its kind, George Korres analyzes the macroeconomic and the
microeconomic factors influencing the economics of innovation and the economic relations
between technology, innovation, knowledge and productivity. In particular, this book examines
both the theoretical framework and the applications for empirical results. This second edition
contributes updated figures and estimations for technical change from EU member states and
features new subjects, including growth models, productivity models, production function
models and non-parametric models. In one of the most in-depth and detailed studies of its
kind, this book captures all the existing contemporary techniques in the theoretical fields as
well as the empirical applications of the models.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews
of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help
you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
The content follows the order of the Higher Still Unit specifications. Full explanatory text with
worked examples allows an element of self-study. Graded exercises develop the questions
beyond minimum competence level. End of chapter review exercises bring together the work of
the chapter. Reminder notes in the exercises act as a quick revision aid for students.
Calculator and non-calculator questions are included.
The first book of two, Advanced Subsidiary Psychology seeks to develop an understanding of
the principles of Psychology and to illustrate these by reference examples relevant to students'
own interests and experience. Fully in line with the AS Edexcel specifications, Book 1 covers
the first three units of the award and provides a thorough preparation for the AS examination.
This book is designed to familiarize clinical practitioners in systemic therapy options and
medical management of urologic malignancies including prostate cancer, bladder and upper
tract urothelial carcinoma, and renal cell carcinoma. Organized by organ system, the text
highlights new therapies such as novel forms of androgen deprivation, cytotoxic chemotherapy,
immune check point and immunomodulatory agents, and targeted therapies. Written by
experts in the field, the book also reviews current chemotherapy and immunotherapy regimens
for genitourinary malignancies and discusses indications, outcomes, and toxicities, as well as
clinical trial concepts. Each of the book’s chapters offers a bulleted box of clinical pearls on
the particular role of the APP. Chemotherapy and Immunotherapy in Urologic Oncology: A
Guide for the Advanced Practice Provider is a resource for urologists, uro-radiologists, medical
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clinicians and family practitioners alike, familiarizing its audiences with systemic therapy
regimens for urologic malignancies, as well as their expected outcomes and side effects.
An authoritative guide to the most recent advances in statistical methods for quantifying
reliability Statistical Methods for Reliability Data, Second Edition (SMRD2) is an essential guide
to the most widely used and recently developed statistical methods for reliability data analysis
and reliability test planning. Written by three experts in the area, SMRD2 updates and extends
the long- established statistical techniques and shows how to apply powerful graphical,
numerical, and simulation-based methods to a range of applications in reliability. SMRD2 is a
comprehensive resource that describes maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods for solving
practical problems that arise in product reliability and similar areas of application. SMRD2
illustrates methods with numerous applications and all the data sets are available on the
book’s website. Also, SMRD2 contains an extensive collection of exercises that will enhance
its use as a course textbook. The SMRD2's website contains valuable resources, including R
packages, Stan model codes, presentation slides, technical notes, information about
commercial software for reliability data analysis, and csv files for the 93 data sets used in the
book's examples and exercises. The importance of statistical methods in the area of
engineering reliability continues to grow and SMRD2 offers an updated guide for, exploring,
modeling, and drawing conclusions from reliability data. SMRD2 features: Contains a wealth of
information on modern methods and techniques for reliability data analysis Offers discussions
on the practical problem-solving power of various Bayesian inference methods Provides
examples of Bayesian data analysis performed using the R interface to the Stan system based
on Stan models that are available on the book's website Includes helpful technical-problem and
data-analysis exercise sets at the end of every chapter Presents illustrative computer graphics
that highlight data, results of analyses, and technical concepts Written for engineers and
statisticians in industry and academia, Statistical Methods for Reliability Data, Second Edition
offers an authoritative guide to this important topic.
Die Wissenschaften vom Künstlichen von Herbert A. Simon gilt seit dem Erscheinen der ersten
Ausgabe im Jahr 1969 als "Klassiker" der Literatur zum Thema Künstliche Intelligenz. Simon
hat zusammen mit den Computerwissenschaftlern Allen Newell, Marvin Minsky und John
McCarthy Mitte der fünfziger Jahre das so bezeichnete - von Alan Turing antizipierte Forschungsgebiet der Computerwissenschaft und der Psychologie ins Leben gerufen. Seine
herausragende, allgemeinverständliche Darstellung von Grundüberlegungen und
philosophischen Aspekten der Künstlichen Intelligenz ist heute aktueller denn je, nicht nur
wegen der ständig zunehmenden Bedeutung der Forschung und Entwicklung auf diesem
Gebiet, sondern auch aufgrund des verbreiteten Mangels an Grundkenntnissen für eine
kritische Auseinandersetzung mit der Künstlichen Intelligenz.
Each new chapter of the Second Edition covers an aspect of the fixed income market that has
become relevant to investors but is not covered at an advanced level in existing textbooks.
This is material that is pertinent to the investment decisions but is not freely available to those
not originating the products. Professor Choudhry’s method is to place ideas into contexts in
order to keep them from becoming too theoretical. While the level of mathematical
sophistication is both high and specialized, he includes a brief introduction to the key
mathematical concepts. This is a book on the financial markets, not mathematics, and he
provides few derivations and fewer proofs. He draws on both his personal experience as well
as his own research to bring together subjects of practical importance to bond market investors
and analysts. Presents practitioner-level theories and applications, never available in textbooks
Focuses on financial markets, not mathematics Covers relative value investing, returns
analysis, and risk estimation
Although I feel honored to write a foreword for this important book, it is a task that I approach
with some trepidation. The topics covered in the book summarize the current state of the art in
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technical demography. However, my knowledge and expertise with respect to technical
demography are limited to the most fundamental and intermediate-level methods; hence,
critical commentary on the contents of this volume is beyond my scope in this fore word. Since
I have some understanding of the logic and substantive aspects of the methods rather than the
complicated mathematics used in describing them, my comments will necessarily be restricted
to the book's general or ganization and content. To date, most texts published on technical
demography have been limited to traditional demographic methods: sources and limitations of
data, life table construction and applications, standardization techniques, various methods for
preparing population estimates and forecasts, etc. However, population specialists have in
recent years been developing and successfully applying a variety of sophisticated techniques
not covered in the more standard intro ductory texts. In addition, many traditional methods that
are unique to the demographic discipline have been improved and extended.
Addressing the Language Theory section of the NEAB A-Level English Language syllabus, this
textbook covers language and its description, the linguistic system of English, language
change, language acquisition, language and society, and language in use. There are exercises
and activities throughout the book, and suggestions for project work and extended study. The
book assumes very little prior knowledge of the subject.
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